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1 Course Description

1.1 GEOL2300 Mathematical and Computational Earth Sciences

For graduate students interested in quantitative study of the Earth in geological, physical, or engineering sciences. Mathematical topics to be introduced include tensor analysis, asymptotic and perturbation analysis of differential equations, numerical integration of differential equations, basis functions and pattern recognition, fractals and multifractals, and statistics. Applications will vary by offering, but examples include: statistics of turbulence and earthquakes, advection-reaction-diffusion systems, boundary layers, development of shocks and singularities, climate change, carbon sensitivity, and dimensional reduction of geophysical data. Intensive review of introductory mathematical methods through leading discussions in a lower level class. Prerequisites: GEOL 0250, 0350, PHYS 0720 or APMA 0340. Earth, fluid, or solid science background recommended.

2 Contacts

A professor for this class is: Baylor Fox-Kemper
baylor@brown.edu, 401-863-3979, Office: GeoChem room 133

A professor for this class is: Christian Huber
christian.huber@brown.edu, 401-863-5876, Office: GeoChem room 167
https://vivo.brown.edu/display/chuber1

Portions of the website are password-protected to ensure that fair use and copyrights are correctly obeyed as I share images from books, etc. You can access these by using:

username: io
password: ocean

3 Getting Help!

We are usually available by email. Baylor’s office hours will be Monday 1:30-2:30 and Thursday 2-3 or by appointment (see my schedule at http://fox-kemper.com/contact). You can also drop into the Math Resource Center (MRC, http://www.math.brown.edu/mrc/) or sign up or drop in to a tutoring session (http://www.brown.edu/academics/college/support/tutor).
4 Goals

In this class you will:

• Learn how to better quantify some of the physical processes of the Earth System.
• Get practice solving diverse geophysical and geological problems.
• Get practice presenting science topics, conjectures, and solutions in written and spoken form.
• Gain a broader perspective and practice skills for teaching, research, and collaborating by peer reviewing, presenting, and leading discussions.

This class cannot possibly provide a complete understanding of all of the mathematical topics presented, instead the goal is to work through geophysical and geological examples where the mathematical tools are useful, or to review your peers’ attempts at the same. A key goal is to introduce the mathematical language and style of thinking, so that students can better choose later mathematics classes and look up mathematical concepts on their own (e.g., using Wolfram Alpha).

4.1 Applications

Geophysical and geological applications touched on in this class may be:

• Landscape Evolution
• Rotating and Stratified Flows
  Oceanic
  Atmospheric
  Groundwater
  Mantle Convection
• Chemical Reactions, Rates, and Equilibria
  Subsystems
  Numerical Stiffness
  Oscillations
• Continuum Mechanics
  of Solids
  of Fluids
  Waves and Oscillations
  Conservation and Symmetry
  Boundary Layers
  Constituitive Relations
• Tensor Analysis
  Symmetries
  Curvilinear Coordinates
  Div, Grad, & Curl
  Helmholtz and Related Decompositions
• Statistics
  Mapping Tools
  Empirical Orthogonal Functions
  Hypothesis Testing
  Bootstrapping and Jacknifing
In the 2019 offering, we are planning 3 equal modules, which are:

- Tensor Calculus
- Continuum Mechanics
- Statistics for Model-Data Evaluation

5 Assignments and (lack of) Exams

The majority of the effort in the class will be toward two self-directed Class Research Projects (CRPs). The weighting of the assignments will be:

- 25% Write-ups of CRPs (1 due mid-semester, 1 due at the end of reading week, each < 12 publication units, 2 × 30 hr each = 60 hr).
- 25% Presentations related to CRPs (10 minutes + 5 minutes for questions, at least 1 on proposed CRP and 1 on CRP results, including preparation = 20 hr).
- 25% Discussion/Practicum Leading of GEOL0350 groups, GEOL2300 class presentations (e.g., lead homework problem discussion, 4 hr/week = 52 hr).
- 15% Reviews of other students’ presented and written Class Research Projects (1-2 per week, 1 hr/week = 13 hr).
- 10% Attendance and participation. (3 hr/week = 39 hr)
- 100% total grade, 184 hours over 13 weeks.

Bonus points are available for finding typos and errors in our notes! Professor comments and peer reviews will be used to evaluate the write-ups and presentations of CRPs. GEOL0350 student surveys, your self-reflections, and periodic (announced) observations by the professor will be used to evaluate discussion/practicum leading.

5.1 Class Research Projects (CRPs)

You will choose two topics from your research or research interests that require an increase in mathematical or computational sophistication from your present understanding. Examples include: 1) You are working to reproduce a complicated derivation, simulation, or calculation in a paper you need to understand and replicate, or 2) you are developing statistical techniques to analyze your data, or 3) you need to code a computational solution to a problem you have encountered, or 4) you need to develop a mathematical model of a process you are studying. Your CRPs will be the depth-building aspect of the course.

You will present on your CRPs in class. These presentations will include a proposed topic talk and a presentation of results talk (i.e., 4 fifteen-minute presentations during the semester for the 2 CRPs). Depending on the number of students enrolled, additional presentations on technical aspects (e.g., presenting a numerical method from a book chapter or article) may occur by need, interest, and availability.

A written version of the first class project in short article form will be due mid-way through the semester. A written version of the second class project will be due at the end of reading week.

You will review your peers’ versions of these same write-ups and presentations. That is, each time you present in class, you will receive feedback from the professor and other students. Your peer reviews of student presentations will be due at the end of each week. Each time you turn in a write-up, you will receive a review from the professor and two reviews from your peers. You will also perform reviews of two other students’ write-ups.

All assignments will be turned in through http://canvas.brown.edu to facilitate peer reviewing and sharing.
5.2 Peer Review

In addition to doing your own CRP write-ups, you will each be performing reviews of two other students’ CRP write-ups. We will be using a rubric based on the AGU guidelines for review. A-F for presentation quality and 1-5 for science/math. Such a guide is useful to go by, and when you do reviews of your fellow students, I’ll expect to get a A1 or B2 or B1 score, etc. An A1 will count for 100%, and presentation and accuracy will be equally weighted (an F5 will be 20%). There are a few lessons to be learned here, that will help you write your own papers and will help you provide effective and useful reviews in your career.

- Learning to spot unfounded claims
- Learning how to properly support claims
- Learning to distinguish poor writing/presentation from poor thinking/science
- Learning to label equations, graphs, and numerical information understandably
- Learning mathematical problems and techniques that you did not choose for your own projects, or revisiting ones you did choose from a different perspective

You will have each of your homework assignments peer-reviewed by more than one person, and inconsistent results will be rechecked. The assignments for reviewers will rotate (ensuring fairness in grading by randomization). You should feel free to contact me with any concerns about the process or specific issues.

You will also submit short reflections on other students’ in-class presentations. Each presentation reflection will include:

- Summary (< 150 words)
- Strengths (on science and presentation, < 100 words)
- Weaknesses (on science and presentation, < 100 words), and
- Brainstorming and Inspiration (< 150 words)

Each time you present, you will receive feedback from the professor, including a summary of the reflections on your presentation. These peer reviews will be the breadth-building aspect of the course.

5.3 Homework Problems

Most meeting days will feature a mini-lecture for about half of the time. Alongside these lectures, some short problems will be assigned. Rather than turning in these assignments to be graded, we will discuss them in class, with the discussion being led by a randomly-selected student! Thus, you should prepare yourself to present each problem, even if you did not get all aspects of it correct. These problem discussions will occur regularly (about once per week), and your leading problem discussions will contribute to your class presentation grade.

6 Meetings and Places

We will meet Mondays and Wednesdays from 4:00 to 5:20PM in GeoChem 150. Baylor’s office hours will be Monday 1:30-2:30 and Thursday 2-3 or by appointment (see my schedule at http://fox-kemper.com/contact) in my office (GeoChem 133) or lab (GeoChem 134). Some weeks, the Monday and Wednesday sessions will be only 4-4:50pm, and you will be asked to lead discussions for one of the GEOL0250 or GEOL0350 course during one of their MTWR 3-3:50pm practical discussion sessions. The TA for GEOL0350 will assign your slots for these weeks.
6.1 Structure of Classtime

Each class will typically have two parts. The first part (20 – 45 minutes) will be a lecture by a professor on a reading assignment (which may include related problems provided by the professor) or a discussion following on a previous lecture, and the second will be one or two student presentations on research (10 minutes, with 5 minutes for questions each) or leading a homework problem discussion. Early in each half of the semester, the student presentations will be general talks about the math encountered in a student’s research topic, or class project proposals, but as the due date for project write-ups approaches, these presentations will include the presentations of results in your class research projects.

6.2 Calendar

The main webpage for the class [http://fox-kemper.com/2300](http://fox-kemper.com/2300) will have the calendar with all assignment deadlines, readings, etc. set up by the first class session. You will complete two projects that will involve a written description and a classroom presentation of a geophysical math or computational problem you have solved. These projects will be peer-reviewed, and you will perform peer reviews of 4 projects. You will lead a one hour discussion/practicum session with groups of students from GEOL0250 or GEOL0350, roughly once every other week. There will be no midterms or exams. Problems assigned to support reading presentations will be self-checked versus an answer key and in-class discussions.

7 Canvas and Websites

The primary resource for this class is the webpage: [http://fox-kemper.com/2300](http://fox-kemper.com/2300). The class webpage is where all of your assignments will be announced, solution sets posted, links to additional reading will be posted, etc. Assignments should be turned in using canvas. The copiers in GeoChem and elsewhere can be used to scan handwritten assignments (for free).

You will want to familiarize yourself with Wolfram Alpha ([http://www.wolframalpha.com](http://www.wolframalpha.com)), it is a great resource for looking up math definitions. Wikipedia is also handy in a pinch (due to the armies of math & physics grad students who have so very few social commitments that they punch in all the details of their dissertation appendices). If you want to learn to use LATEX, Overleaf ([http://www.overleaf.com](http://www.overleaf.com)) is a great way to begin and do collaborative work.

8 Textbooks and Software

We will not have a textbook. However, many references are useful (???????). Many are available electronically through the Brown Library. We will solve problems drawn from many geophysics and geology textbooks (???????????), but these books are not required for the course. If electronic copies of them are available at Brown, I have added an url to the bibliography here and on the website.

Computation may involve Matlab, Mathematica, Python, R, FORTRAN, or many other languages, depending on the problem and your experience. Write-ups in LATEX are encouraged, and templates are available from the AGU or on Overleaf. Write-ups will be in Geophysical Research Letters (GRL) format and length (fewer than 12 publishing units, where publishing units = # of words/500 + # of figures + # of tables).
9 Policies

9.1 Deadlines

Because of the reviewing process, the scheduling of assignments is firm. Thus, I will have to insist that write-ups be turned in on time. If they are late, they will drop a letter grade. If they are really late (so that they mess up the next step in the reviewing process) they will be counted as missed and can not be made up. If you foresee that there are big problems coming up (medical, family, field camp, etc.) let me know before an assignment is due and we can figure something out.

9.2 Collaboration

I encourage you to work together, and I do not mind at all if you have similar problem sets or share figures or matlab scripts. However, in this case, I want you to list all of your study group on your write-up (so I can avoid you peer-reviewing your group). You are all required to submit a version of each assignment as first author (that is, one that you wrote yourself). You need to be careful to cite your colleagues or the textbooks, websites, or papers you might be working from.

9.3 Miscellany

- Attendance is expected. If you will miss a class, please let me know when and why so I can be sure you’ll get any announcements, etc.
- Clothing and behavior (e.g., cell & laptop use) should be appropriate for a learning environment.
- Discrimination and harassment will not be tolerated.
- Please contact me if you have any disabilities that require accommodation.